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Abstract
Starting from two sequences {Gˆa;c;n} and {Gˆd;b;n} of ordinary Gauss quadrature formulae with an orthogonality measure
d on the open intervals (a; c) and (d; b), respectively. We construct a new sequence {Gˆa;b; e(n)} of extended Gaussian
quadrature formulae for d on (a; b), which is based on some preassigned points, the nodes of Gˆa;c;n; Gˆd;b;n and the
e(n) zeros contained in (c; d) of a nonclassical orthogonal polynomial on [a; b] with respect to a linear functional. The
principal result gives explicit formulae relating these polynomials and shows how their recurrence coe3cients in the three-
term recurrence formulae are related. Thus, a new class of Gaussian quadratures, having some nodes contained in a
given interior interval, can be computed directly by standard software for ordinary Gauss quadrature formulae. c© 2001
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: primary 65D07; 65D15; 65D30; 65D32
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1. Introduction
For [a; b] a <nite interval, let d be a nonnegative measure with an in<nite number of points
of increase, and such that the moments 	k :=
∫ b
a x
k d(x); k¿0; exist and are bounded. If a;b;n:=
a;b;n(:; d); n¿0; denotes the nth-degree monic orthogonal polynomial on [a; b] with respect to d,
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and Ln(f)(:) be the Lagrange interpolation polynomial of degree ¡n interpolating a given bounded
function f de<ned on [a; b] at the zeros xi;n; i= 1; : : : ; n of a;b;n; it is a well-known result of ErdGos
and TurHan [8] that, for every continuous function f on [a; b];
lim
n→∞
∫ b
a
[f(x)−Ln(f)(x)]2 d(x) = 0: (1.1)
This result also holds when the interpolation nodes are chosen to be zeros of the quasi-orthogonal
polynomials
qn;2(x) = a;b;n(x) + ana;b;n−1(x) + bna;b;n−2(x); bn60;
provided each qn;2 has n distinct roots in [a; b]. A two-dimensional generalization has been discussed
recently by Xu [26, Section 4]. Attempts have been in the past to generalize (1.1) for the extended
Lagrange interpolation. In [1] Bellen raised the following problem: Find a matrix Y of additional
nodes
a6y1; n ¡y2; n ¡ · · ·¡ye(n); n6b; xi;n = yj;n;∀i; j; n;
where
e(n) = pn+ q (1.2)
and p; q are integers, such that the Lagrange polynomial Ln+e(n)(f)(:) of degree n+ e(n)− 1; based
on the nodes of the new matrix
X ∪ Y = {x1; n; : : : ; xn;n;y1; n; : : : ; ye(n); n; n= 1; 2; : : :}; (1.3)
satisfy (1.1) for some class of functions de<ned on [a; b].
The extended matrices interpolation processes (1.3) turn out to be very useful for solving numer-
ically singular integral equations by collocation methods. Indeed, the integrals which appear in the
equations are often dealt with in two diLerent interpolation processes (quadrature and collocation).
They also are a basic tool having extensive application in the Gauss–Kronrod quadrature formu-
lae, which are among the most often used formulae in the numerical software libraries (cf., e.g.,
[19,10,22]).
However, the extended matrices of nodes are, in general, not “good” interpolation matrices (see
[6]). To overcome this di3culty, the use of some preassigned nodes in interpolation matrices, chosen
judiciously at locations where the function is predominant, should be advantageous (see [23]). Results
concerning extended matrices with zeros of generalized or extended Jacobi polynomials and additional
chosen nodes appeared in [6]. The central theme in these early investigations has been to examine
a family of extended matrices, with additional nodes of prescribed order at one or both endpoints.
Let (a; b), (c; d) be two open intervals such that a¡c¡d¡b: The aim of this paper is to
propose and construct methods for e3ciently <nding some new extended matrices with additional
nodes with an “interior” interval constraint. In particular, we shall be concerned with constructing
a new class of quadrature formulae of Gauss type, which is based on extended matrices having the
form
A :=U ∪ X ∪ Y ∪ Z;
= {ui; i = 1; : : : ; s; xj;n; zj;n; j = 1; : : : ; n;yk;n; k = 1; : : : ; e(n); n= 1; : : :}; (1.4)
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where the matrices U; X and Z are formed by some preassigned nodes not in the open interval (a; b),
the zeros of a;c; n(:; d); n¿1 and d;b;n(:; d); n¿1 respectively, and Y is a matrix of additional
unknown nodes located in inside of the interval (c; d).
Let Ls+2n+e(n)(f):=Ls+2n+e(n)(A;f) be the Lagrange interpolation based on the nodes of (1.4). In
some extended collocation procedures, it is useful to answer to the same question for what ErdGos
and TurHan [8] called quadrature convergence. Given U; X; Z; <nd a matrix Y of additional nodes
contained in (c; d) such that the extended interpolation result below holds:
lim
n→∞
∫ b
a
|f(x)−Ls+2n+e(n)(f)(x)| d(x) = 0 for all f ∈ C[a; b]: (1.5)
In this paper we study a particular important class of extended matrices of the type (1.4) when
the matrix Y is formed by the zeros of a family of nonclassical orthogonal polynomials. Our main
achievement is the construction of new extended positive quadratures based on (1.4). Thus, (1.5)
follows from a classical result of Bernstein [2]. For an interesting special case, we also are able to
prove a result analogous to that of ErdGos and TurHan [8]. Our principal result for numerical analysis
is to show that the nodes and weights of such quadrature formulae can be computed by standard
software via eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a symmetric tridiagonal matrix (just like the classical
Gauss quadratures). The typical situation in which this approximation can be useful is, for example,
that in which the function that has both “interior” regions with large functional variation and regions
with small functional variation.
In the next section, the theory is developed in a general setting, with the main result being stated
as Theorem 1. Then in Section 3 we give explicit formulae for some of the recurrence coe3cients
in the new system in terms of those of the old system. In the <nal section, the theory is applied to
an interesting special case, the Legendre case is treated in more detail.
2. Characterization of the quadratures
In this section, we show that the unknown nodes of a new class of extended matrices of type
(1.4) can be chosen as zeros of certain quasi-orthogonal polynomials, which can be represented as
characteristic polynomials of symmetric tridiagonal matrices. Because of such a representation, the
nodes and weights of a new family of quadrature formulae of Gauss-type based on (1.4) can be
computed in a stable and e3cient way. The method derived here uses a generalization of an idea
that appears in [14], where some new extended matrices without an interior interval constraint was
presented.
Throughout this paper, Pk will denote the linear space of polynomials on [a; b] of total degree at
most k. For a given a nonnegative measure on the <nite interval [a; b]; it is well known that there
exist a unique sequence of monic polynomials a;b;n(:; d); n¿0; of degree n which are orthogonal
with respect to the inner product
(f; g)d =
∫ b
a
f(x)g(x) d(x):
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One can easily check that the polynomials a;b;n(:; d); n¿0; satisfy a three-term recurrence relation
of the form
a;b; k+1(x; d) = (x − k)a;b; k(x; d)−  ka;b; k−1(x; d); k = 0; 1; 2; : : : ;
a;b;−1(x; d) = 0; a;b;0(x; d) = 1; (2.1)
with coe3cients
k :=
(xa;b; k ; a;b; k)d
(a;b; k−1; a;b; k−1)d
;  k :=
(a;b; k ; a;b; k)d
(a;b; k−1; a;b; k−1)d
(2.2)
and by convention  0:=
∫ b
a d. These coe3cients de<ne the tridiagonal matrix called Jacobi matrix
Ja;b; n ∈ Rn×n, with k ; k = 0; : : : ; n − 1 on the main diagonal and
√
 k; k = 1; : : : ; n − 1 on the
subdiagonals, with spectral factorization
Ja;b; n =UnVnUTn ; Vn = diag[!1; n; !2; n; : : : ; !n;n]; UnU
T
n = 1:
Due to the positivity of the coe3cients  k; the eigenvalues !i;n are distinct and all entries of the <rst
row of Un are nonvanishing. With the vector
Pn(x) = (a;b;0(x); a;b;1(x); : : : ; a;b; n(x))T;
we can conveniently rewrite the three-term recurrence relation (2.1) in matrix notation
xPn−1(x) = Ja;b; nPn−1(x) +  na;b;n(x)en;
where en = (0; 0; : : : ; 1)T. Thus, the nodes and the weights of the well-known Gauss quadrature
Ia;b(f):=
∫ b
a
f(x) d(x) = Ga;b; n(f);
:=
n∑
i=1
ai;nf(xi;n); ∀f ∈ P2n−1: (2.3)
are given by
xi;n:=!i;n;
ai; n:=(eTi Unei)
2;
i = 1; : : : ; n; (2.4)
where ei denotes the ith axis vector. The above algorithm is known as the Stieltjes procedure in the
literature [11]. Observe that numerical integration is, in general, required at each step n, in order to
compute the coe3cients k ;  k . The discretized Stieltjes procedure, due to Gautschi [11], consists in
replacing the integrals by suitable quadrature formulae. Noting, however, that if d is one of the
classical measures, the corresponding recursion coe3cients k ;  k then being explicitly known.
Let (a; b), (c; d) be two open intervals such that a¡c¡d¡b: Suppose that two n-point Gauss
quadrature formulae Ga; c; n; Gd;b; n are given on (a; c) and (c; d), respectively. In this paper we will
consider the new quadrature formula
Ae(n); s(f):=
e(n)∑
j=1
bj;e(n)f(yj;e(n)) +
s∑
k=1
ckf(uk); (2.5)
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where u1; : : : ; us; are given real numbers not in the open interval (a; b). More precisely, we propose
to compute the additional free nodes, with the constraints
c¡y1; e(n) ¡y2; e(n) ¡ · · ·¡ye(n); e(n) ¡d
and the weights bj;e(n) ¿ 0; ck ∈ R, so that
Ia;b(f)− Ga; c; n(f)− Gd;b; n(f) =Ae(n); s(f); ∀f ∈ P2e(n)+s−1: (2.6)
In order to identify the node polynomial of the free nodes
∏e(n)
j=1(x − yj;e(n)); we de<ne the one for
<xed nodes,
u(x) =±
s∏
k=1
(x − uk):
By assumption, u preserves its sign on [a; b], and the plus or minus sign is taken so as to render
u(x)¿0 on [a; b]. A further particular measure, which will play an essential role in this paper, is
dˆ(x) = u(x) d(x): (2.7)
We will denote throughout this presentation by
ˆc;d; l(:) = ˆc;d; l(:; dˆ); l= 0; 1; : : : ;
the sequence of (monic) orthogonal polynomials on (c; d) with respect to dˆ. We also introduce a
new quadrature formulaA˜e(n); s which is de<ned by
A˜e(n); s(f) =
e(n)∑
j=1
bj;e(n)u(yj;e(n))f(yj;e(n)); (2.8)
where yj;e(n); bj; e(n); j = 1; : : : ; e(n); are respectively the free nodes and their respective weights in
(2.5). With this de<nition, observe that the quadrature formula (2.8) satis<es the following identity:
A˜e(n); s(f) =Iˆa;b(f)− Gˆa; c; n(f)− Gˆd;b; n(f); ∀f ∈ P2e(n)−1; (2.9)
where, for notational convenience, we denoted by
Iˆa;b(f):=
∫ b
a
f(x) dˆ; Gˆa; c; n(f):=Ga; c; n(uf) and Gˆd;b; n(f):=Gd;b; n(uf): (2.10)
Thus, from (2.9), the quadrature formulaA˜e(n); s uses e(n) nodes and it integrates exactly all polyno-
mials from P2e(n)−1 in the sense (2.9). Therefore, by comparing with the ordinary quadrature formula
Ga;b; n, we have thatA˜e(n); s is the Gaussian one relative to the linear functional Iˆa;b − Gˆa; c; n − Gˆd;b; n.
Moreover, if 2n¡ 2e(n) + s then the quadratures Gˆc;d;n andA˜e(n); s coincide on P2n−s−1(⊂P2e(n)−1);
i.e.,
Iˆc;d(f) =A˜e(n); s(f);
= Gˆc;d;n(f);
∀f ∈ P2n−s−1: (2.11)
Here and subsequently Iˆc;d(f):=
∫ d
c f(x) dˆ and Gˆc;d;n is the n-point Gauss quadrature formula rela-
tive the measure dˆ on the interval (c; d). We de<ne a linear functional S˜ on the set of polynomials
by
S˜:=Iˆa;b(f)− Gˆa; c; n(f)− Gˆd;b; n(f); (2.12)
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where Iˆa;b; Gˆa; c; n; Gˆd;b; n are given by (2.10). The functional S˜ is linear and well de<ned for any
polynomial, and therefore gives rise to the concept of orthogonality with respect the functional S˜.
In particular, we can de<ne (if it exists) the e(n)th-degree monic orthogonal polynomial
˜e(n):=˜e(n)(:; S˜)
with respect to the linear functional S˜ with all polynomials of degree less than or equal to e(n)−1.
In order to give an explicit formula of ˜e(n), we introduce the quadrature errors
Rˆa; c; n(f):=Iˆa; c(f)− Gˆa; c; n(f) and Rˆd;b; n(f):=Iˆd;b(f)− Gˆd;b; n(f);
where
Iˆa; c(f):=
∫ c
a
f(x) dˆ and Iˆb;d(f):=
∫ d
b
f(x) dˆ:
Observe that the zeros of {ˆc;d; e(n)} can serve as additional nodes of the matrix Y . However,
the resulting quadrature formula is then the classical composite one. It has been noted in [5] that
this procedure can be very unreliable. Note also that in this case if n+ 16e(n)62n then a simple
calculation shows that the new quadrature (2.8), which requires more computational eLort than Gˆa;b; n,
has the same maximum degree of exactness 2n− 1.
The <rst step of our analysis is the main result of this section, which is undoubtedly the key point
to develop an algorithm for the computation of the functionalA˜e(n); s.
Theorem 1. Let n; s; e(n) be nonnegative integers; such that
r:=2(e(n)− n) + s¿ 0:
Suppose that dˆ and S˜ are given as in (2:7) and (2:12); respectively. There exists a quadrature
formula of type (2:8) if and only if the monic orthogonal polynomial ˜e(n) exists uniquely of the
form
˜e(n) = ˆc;d; e(n) −
r∑
k=1
Rˆa; c; n(˜e(n)ˆc;d; e(n)−k) + Rˆd;b; n(˜e(n)ˆc;d; e(n)−k)
Iˆc;d(ˆ
2
c;d; e(n)−k)
ˆc;d; e(n)−k (2.13)
and has e(n) distinct real zeros y∗1; e(n); : : : ; y
∗
e(n); e(n) all contained in the open interval (c; d). The
nodes y1; e(n); : : : ; ye(n); e(n) in (2:8) are then precisely these zeros;
yj; e(n) = y∗j; e(n); j = 1; : : : ; e(n):
Proof. Necessity: Assume that the nodes y1; e(n); : : : ; ye(n); e(n); are those of the quadrature formula
(2.8). By virtue of (2.9), the quadrature formula (2.8) is interpolatory, i.e., valid for every P ∈
Pe(n)−1. Thus,
det


1 1 · · · 1
y1; e(n) y2; e(n) · · · ye(n); e(n)
...
...
...
...
ye(n)−11; e(n) y
e(n)−1
2; e(n) · · · ye(n)−1e(n); e(n)


= 0: (2.14)
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Let ˜e(n) = ˜e(n)(:; S˜) be the orthogonal polynomial with respect S˜. Since the quadrature formula
(2.8) integrates every polynomial of degree at most 2e(n)− 1; we have
e(n)∑
j=1
b˜j; e(n)yij; e(n) = S˜(x
i˜e(n)); i = 0; : : : ; e(n)− 1; (2.15)
where we denoted
b˜j; e(n) = bj;e(n)u(yj;e(n))˜e(n)(yj;e(n)); j = 0; : : : ; e(n):
Using the fact
S˜(xi˜e(n)) = 0; i = 0; : : : ; e(n)− 1;
we conclude that
e(n)∑
j=1
b˜j; e(n)yij; e(n) = 0; i = 0; : : : ; e(n)− 1;
It follows, from (2.14), that the (unique) solution of the linear system (2.15) is
b˜j; e(n) = 0; j = 0; : : : ; e(n):
Consequently, the nodes of (2.8) must be the zeros of the orthogonal polynomial ˜e(n). This identi<es
uniquely ˜e(n) as the node polynomial
Ne(n) =
e(n)∏
j=1
(x − yj;e(n)):
Furthermore, the orthogonal polynomial ˜e(n) is monic and of degree e(n); then, by orthogonality of
the polynomial {ˆc;d; k = ˆc;d; k(:; dˆ)}, it can be expressed uniquely as
˜e(n) = ˆc;d; e(n) +
e(n)∑
k=1
Iˆc;d(˜e(n)ˆc;d; e(n)−k)
Iˆc;d(ˆ
2
c;d; e(n)−k)
ˆc;d; e(n)−k : (2.16)
Now, since for all k; r + 16k6e(n); the polynomial ˜e(n)ˆc;d; e(n)−k is of degree at most 2n− s− 1
and the quadrature formulae Gˆa; c; n and Gˆd;b; n (2.10) are exact for elements of P2n−s−1(⊂P2e(n)−1),
we then have, for k; r + 16k6e(n),
Gˆa; c; n(˜e(n)ˆc;d; e(n)−k) =Iˆa; c(˜e(n)ˆc;d; e(n)−k);
Gˆd;b; n(˜e(n)ˆc;d; e(n)−k) =Iˆd;b(˜e(n)ˆc;d; e(n)−k) (2.17)
and
A˜e(n); s(˜e(n)ˆc;d; e(n)−k) = S˜(˜e(n)ˆc;d; e(n)−k);
=0: (2.18)
Therefore, a combination of (2.17) and (2.18) gives
Iˆc;d(˜e(n)ˆc;d; e(n)−k) = 0; ∀k = r + 1; : : : ; e(n):
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Consequently, from (2.16), we see that ˜e(n) is a quasi-orthogonal polynomial of degree e(n) and
order r with respect to the measure dˆ, i.e.,
˜e(n) = ˆc;d; e(n) +
r∑
k=1
Iˆc;d(˜e(n)ˆc;d; e(n)−k)
Iˆc;d(ˆ
2
c;d; e(n)−k)
ˆc;d; e(n)−k : (2.19)
To show identity (2.13), it remains to verify that for all k = 1; : : : ; r, we have
Iˆc;d(˜e(n)ˆc;d; e(n)−k) =−Rˆa; c; n(˜e(n)ˆc;d; e(n)−k)− Rˆd;b; n(˜e(n)ˆc;d; e(n)−k): (2.20)
This follows by observing, if k; k = 1; : : : ; r; that the polynomial T = ˜e(n)ˆc;d; e(n)−k is of degree at
most 2e(n)− 1; then we have
A˜e(n); s(T ) = S˜(T );
=Iˆa;b(T )− Gˆa; c; n(T )− Gˆd;b; n(T ):
SinceA˜e(n); s(T )=0; we then easily <nd (2.20). Which proves the necessity of the condition asserted
in Theorem 1.
Su9ciency: Assume that (2.13) holds and that the polynomial ˜e(n) has e(n) distinct real zeros
y1; e(n); : : : ; ye(n); e(n), on (c; d). For a given function f on (a; b), we denote by Le(n)(f); {pj;e(n); j =
1; : : : ; e(n)}, respectively, the interpolation polynomial and the set of nodal basis functions of Pe(n)−1
with respect to the data
{f(yi;e(n)); i = 1; : : : ; e(n)}:
We clearly have that
Le(n)(f)(x) =
e(n)∑
i=1
f(yi;e(n))pi;e(n)(x):
and hence, we get the following quadrature formula:
S˜(f) =
e(n)∑
i=1
!i; e(n)f(yi;e(n)); (2.21)
where we denoted by
!i; e(n) = S˜(pi;e(n)): (2.22)
The quadrature formula (2.21) is based on integrating the interpolation operator Le(n) which repro-
duces polynomials of degree e(n) − 1. As such, the equality (2.21) holds for every polynomial of
degree at most e(n)− 1. To complete the proof of the theorem it remains to show that (2.21) inte-
grates exactly all polynomials of degree less than or equal to 2e(n)− 1. This is easily accomplished
by using the fact that every polynomial P from P2e(n)−1 can be expressed uniquely as
P(x) = ˜e(n)(x)Q(x) + R(x); (2.23)
where Q; R are polynomials of degree less than e(n)− 1. Now, identity (2.23) leads to
S˜(P) = S˜(˜e(n)Q) + S˜(R): (2.24)
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As, if T = ˜e(n)ˆc;d; e(n)−k , we have from the representation (2.13)
Iˆc;d(T ) =−Rˆa; c; n(T )− Rˆd;b; n(T ); k = 1; : : : ; r;
Iˆc;d(T ) = 0; k = r + 1; : : : ; e(n):
Therefore, a simple calculation shows that
S˜(˜e(n)Q) = 0; ∀Q ∈ Pe(n)−1: (2.25)
Since R is a polynomial of degree at most e(n)− 1, Eqs. (2.21), (2.24) and (2.25) imply that
S˜(P) =
n∑
i=1
!i; e(n)R(yi;e(n)): (2.26)
However, for all i = 1; : : : ; e(n); we have ˜e(n)(yi;e(n)) = 0; which together with (2.26) now gives
S˜(P) =
n∑
i=1
!i; e(n)P(yi;e(n)): (2.27)
This implies that the quadrature formula (2.27) is exact for P. Since, (2.27) is of interpolatory type
then it is unique, so the nodes yi;e(n); i = 1; : : : ; e(n), are indeed those of (2.8). This completes the
proof of Theorem 1.
3. Properties of the new orthogonal polynomials
In this section we will derive a technique for computing the nonclassical orthogonal polynomials
{˜e(n)} given the known orthogonal polynomials {ˆc;d;n}. In particular, we give explicit formulae for
some of the recurrence coe3cients in the new system in terms of those of the old system. We also
discuss when a quasi-orthogonal polynomial given in form (2.13) has all its zeros in (c; d). These
properties will facilitate the results of Section 4.
For classical orthogonal polynomials, the three-term recurrence relation can be used to prove that
the zeros of the orthogonal polynomials correspond precisely to the eigenvalues of a truncated Jacobi
matrix. The characterization given in Theorem 1 identi<es ˜e(n) and the nodes yi;e(n); i= 1; : : : ; e(n),
of (2.8) as the zeros of ˜e(n). Our principal observation is that if (2.8) exists then it can be obtained
in a similar way from an e(n)-point Gauss quadrature formula relative to the moment functional S˜.
In particular, its nodes and weights can be found from the e(n)× e(n) symmetric tridiagonal matrix
E˜e(n) =


˜0
√
 ˜1 0 : : : 0√
 ˜1 ˜2
. . . . . .
...
0
. . . . . .
√
 ˜e(n)−2 0
...
. . .
√
 ˜e(n)−2 ˜e(n)−2
√
 ˜e(n)−1
0 · · · 0
√
 ˜e(n)−1 ˜e(n)−1


; (3.1)
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with spectral factorization
E˜e(n) = U˜e(n)V˜e(n)U˜
T
e(n); V˜e(n) = diag[!˜1; e(n); !˜2; e(n); : : : ; !˜e(n); e(n)];
U˜e(n)U˜
T
e(n) = 1;
such that
yi;e(n):=!˜i; e(n)
bi; e(n):=(eTi Uˆe(n)ei)
2
i = 1; : : : ; e(n); (3.2)
analogously with the classical case, we refer to matrix (3.1) as the extended Jacobi matrix. Here
˜k ;  ˜k denote the coe3cients which appear in the recurrence relation
˜k+1(x) = (x − ˜k)˜k(t)−  ˜k ˜k−1(x); k = 0; 1; 2; : : : ;
˜−1(x) = 0; ˜0(x) = 1 (3.3)
with
˜k :=
S˜(x˜2k)
S˜(˜2k)
; k = 0; 1; : : : ;
 ˜k :=
S˜(˜2k)
S˜(˜2k−1)
; k = 1; 2; : : : : (3.4)
In order to construct (2.8), we need to know the coe3cients of E˜e(n). To do this, we begin by
proving two lemmas, the <rst one reduces considerably the number of unknown coe3cients in E˜e(n).
In the following the symbol [x] denotes as usual the greatest integer in the real number x.
Lemma 1. Let n; s; e(n) be nonnegative integers; such that 2n¡ 2e(n) + s and Jc;d;n(dˆ) the nth-
order Jacobi matrix for the measure dˆ on (c; d). Suppose E˜e(n) is given as in (3:1). Then; the
following hold:
(a) the :rst n− [(s+ 1)=2] diagonal elements of E˜e(n) are equal to those of Jc;d;n(dˆ);
(b) the :rst n− [(s+ 1)=2]− , subdiagonal elements of E˜e(n) are equal those of Jc;d;n(dˆ); where
,=
{
1 if s is even;
0 if s is odd :
Proof. This follows from the observation that for every k = 0; : : : ; n − [(s + 1)=2], and f ∈ Pk−1,
we have ˜kf ∈ P2n−s−1 and therefore, by (2.11),
Iˆc;d(˜k) = Gˆc;d;n(˜kf)
=A˜e(n); s(˜kf) (=S˜(˜kf)):
Since S˜(˜kf) = 0; we have Iˆc;d(ˆkf) = 0. This means that ˜k is also orthogonal to Pk−1 with
respect to the linear functional Iˆc;d. Moreover, the polynomials ˜k and ˆk have the same lead-
ing coe3cient, it follows from uniqueness that they must be identical. This identi<es ˜k as ˆk ;
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for k = 0; : : : ; n − [(s + 1)=2]. The proof of (a) and (b) is completed by using formulae (2.2)
and (3.4).
This result shows that the <rst desired 2n− 2[(s+1)=2]− , recursion coe3cients in the sequence
{˜0;  ˜0; ˜1;  ˜1; : : :} equal the corresponding coe3cients belonging the measure dˆ in the sequence
{ˆ0;  ˆ0; ˆ1;  ˆ1; : : :}. So, an easy calculation shows that E˜e(n) contains only r=2(e(n)−n)+s parameters.
Let { Ua;b; k(:; d	)} be the monic orthogonal polynomials with orthogonality measure d	(t)=d((d−
c)t+cb−ad=(b−a)) on (a; b). The next trivial Lemma gives an easy relation between the recurrence
coe3cients { Uk+1; U k; n= 0; 1; 2; : : :} for { Ua;b; k(:; d	)} and those for {ˆc;d; k(:; dˆ)}.
Lemma 2. The recurrence coe9cients of {ˆc;d; k(:; d)} are given in terms of those of { Ua;b; k(:; d	)}
by
 ˆk = ((d− c)=(b− a))2 U k; k = 1; : : : ;
ˆk = (d− c)=(b− a) Uk + (cb− ad)=(b− a); k = 0; 1; : : : :
Proof. The statement is obvious and can most easily be veri<ed from the fact that
ˆc;d; k
(
(d− c)t + cb− ad
b− a ; d
)
=
(
d− c
b− a
)k
Ua;b; k(t; d	) on (a; b):
The characterization given in Theorem 1 gives a simple relation between the node polynomial
relative to the quadrature formula (2.8) and the orthogonal polynomials {ˆc;d; k}. More precisely, we
have identi<ed the latter as a quasi-orthogonal polynomial of degree e(n) and order r=2(e(n)−n)+s.
One of our key tricks is to represent the node polynomial ˜e(n) as a characteristic polynomial of a
symmetric tridiagonal matrix. When expansion (2.13) is available, the basic idea of computing the
r remaining unknown coe3cients in E˜e(n) is as follows. Suppose that ˜e(n) has been expressed in
terms of {ˆc;d; k}e(n)k=e(n)−r , via representation (2.13), one can therefore obtain the unknown coe3cients
of E˜e(n) by the condition that
˜e(n)(x) = det(xIe(n) − E˜e(n));
where Ie(n) is the e(n)th-order identity matrix. However, in order to determine this polynomial, we
need to solve a nonlinear system of r equations with the r unknown coe3cients of the extended
Jacobi matrix. Of course, this is in general not so easy for large r to evaluate such coe3cients by
explicit expressions. Nevertheless, as we shall see in the next section, we are able to determine them
analytically at least for small values of r that are of interest in applications.
We are thereby interested in the following problem.
Problem 1. Given a quasi-orthogonal polynomial in the form
qr;e(n) = ˆc;d; e(n) + -1ˆc;d; e(n)−1 + · · ·+ -rˆc;d; e(n)−r :
As such how can it be represented as a characteristic polynomial of a symmetric tridiagonal
matrix?
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Explicit results in this direction, involving an arbitrary measure, indeed have already been obtained
in [9] for the case r=1; 2; 3 or 4. Denoting by ˆk and  ˆk the coe3cients of the three term recurrence
relation which is satis<ed by the orthogonal polynomials {ˆc;d; e(n)}, then one can explicitly <nd the
Jacobi matrix for the quasi-orthogonal polynomial qr;e(n) in term of the coe3cients ˆk and  ˆk . We
reformulate this result, in our situation, as follows:
Theorem 2. Let q4; e(n) be a quasi-orthogonal polynomial of the form
q4; e(n) = ˆc;d; e(n) + -1ˆc;d; e(n)−1 + · · ·+ -4ˆc;d; e(n)−4:
Then q4; e(n) has a symmetric tridiagonal matrix representation of the form
q4; e(n)(x) = det(xIe(n) − J4; e(n))
with
J4; e(n) =


ˆ0
√
 ˆ1 0 0 · · · 0√
 ˆ1 ˆ1
√
 ˆ2 0
. . .
...
0
√
 ˆ2
. . . . . . 0 0
0 0
. . . . . .
√
 ˆe(n)−2 − v2 0
...
. . . 0
√
 ˆe(n)−2 − v2 ˆe(n)−2 − u2
√
 ˆe(n)−1 − v1
0 : : : 0 0
√
 ˆe(n)−1 − v1 ˆe(n)−1 − u1


if and only if
-4 ¡ ˆe(n)−3 ˆe(n)−2; v16 ˆe(n)−1 (3.5)
and
v1 = -2 − v2 − u2u1; u1 = -1 − u2;
u2 =
-3 − v2-1
 ˆe(n)−2 − v2
; v2 =
-4
 ˆe(n)−3
:
The main results of the previous theorem were given for the particular case r64. Of course, it
could have been carried over to r¿5; but the problem is mainly computational. A more general
form of this result has already appeared in [28, Theorem 4:1].
If supp(d) = [a; b], it is important for extended quadrature formula to have all its nodes in
(c; d)⊂(a; b). Then, we are faced with the following problem.
Problem 2. When does a quasi-orthogonal polynomial of form (2:13) has all its zeros in (c; d)?
In general, it is easy for small r to diagnose whether a quasi-orthogonal polynomial has all its
zeros located in (c; d) once a representation of the form (2.13) is available: we refer the interested
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reader to the discussion of that point in [25] or [27]. For the particular case r = 2; the following
theorem gives an easy way which ensures that a quasi-orthogonal polynomial has no exterior roots.
Theorem 3. Let q2; e(n) be a quasi-orthogonal polynomial of the form
q2; e(n) = ˆc;d; e(n) + -1ˆc;d; e(n)−1 + -2ˆc;d; e(n)−2:
Suppose that -26 ˆe(n)−1; then q2; e(n) has all its zeros in (c; d) if and only if
(−1)nq2; e(n)(c)¿ 0 and q2; e(n)(d)¿ 0:
Observe that if -26 ˆe(n)−1 holds, then from Theorem 2 the quasi-orthogonal polynomial q2; e(n) =
ˆc;d; e(n) + -1ˆc;d; e(n)−1 + -2ˆc;d; e(n)−2 has the matrix representation q2; e(n)(x) = det(xIe(n) − J2; e(n)) with
J2; e(n) =


ˆ0
√
 ˆ1 0 0 · · · 0√
 ˆ1 ˆ1
√
 ˆ2 0
. . .
...
0
√
 ˆ2
. . . . . . 0 0
0 0
. . . . . .
√
 ˆe(n)−2 0
...
. . . 0
√
 ˆe(n)−2 ˆe(n)−2
√
 ˆe(n)−1 − -2
0 : : : 0 0
√
 ˆe(n)−1 − -2 ˆe(n)−1 − -1


:
This representation will play a crucial role in the next section.
4. Computation of an extended Gauss quadrature formula
Let (−a; a) be an open interval such that 0¡c¡a. Throughout this section, for the sake of sim-
plicity, we assume that d(x)=d(−x) is an even measure, and that the support of d is symmetric
with respect to the origin on the interval [ − a; a]. This restriction is only done for convenience
of presentation. Theorem 1 suggests a technique by which we may generate the node polynomials
associated to the quadrature formulae (2.8). In this last section, we illustrate this technique in a
simple setting to construct a new class of quadrature formulae of type (2.8). To show how it works,
we shall consider the simple quadrature formula
A˜n+1(f) :=
n+1∑
j=1
bj;n+1f(yj;n+1)
= I−a;a(f)− G−a;−c; n(f)− Gc; a; n(f);
∀f ∈ P2n+1; (4.1)
with nodes −c¡y1; n+1 ¡ · · ·¡yn+1; n+1 ¡c and positive weights bj;n+1. Here, G−a;−c; n(f); Gc; a; n(f)
are the n-point Gauss quadrature formulae on (−a;−c) and (c; a), respectively.
In the present context the relevant parameters are e(n)= n+1; s=0; d=dˆ; r=2 and therefore
−c; c; n=ˆ−c; c; n. Following the method proposed in the preceding sections, our <rst task is to establish
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some important information about the entries of E˜n+1 (3.1) and the coe3cients of the quasi-orthogonal
polynomial ˜n+1 (2.13) associated to (4.1). Lemma 1 further this aim, since, in this case, it reduces
the problem of <nding the extended Jacobi matrix E˜n+1 to compute the remaining two its unknown
coe3cients ˜n and  ˜n. Indeed, here the known elements of E˜n+1 are
˜i = 0; i = 0; : : : ; n− 1;  ˜i =  −c; c; i(d); i = 1; : : : ; n− 1;
here { −c; c; i(d)} are the recurrence coe3cients for {−c; c; n(:; d)}. These two unknown parameters
can be determined by computing the quasi-orthogonal polynomial ˜n+1 induced by (4.1). Note that,
in view of Theorem 1, the latter is a quasi-orthogonal polynomial of degree n+ 1 and order 2 and
has the representation
˜n+1 = −c; c; n+1 −
2∑
k=1
Rˆn(˜n+1−c; c; n+1−k)
I−c; c(2−c; c; n+1−k)
−c; c; n+1−k;
where
Rˆn(˜n+1−c; c; n+1−k):=(Rˆ−a;−c; n(˜n+1−c; c; n+1−k) + Rˆc; a; n(˜n+1−c; c; n+1−k):
Our success in constructing (4.1) will now depend on how we can e3ciently evaluate such a
polynomial. Remark here, that since the measure d is an even function, the associated orthogonal
polynomials {−c; c; k} of even and odd degree k are even and odd function. Therefore, the formula
for the quasi-polynomial ˜n+1 becomes quite simple. Indeed, we have the convenient expression
˜n+1 = n+1 − Rˆ−a;−c; n(˜n+1−c; c; n−1) + Rˆc; a; n(˜n+1−c; c; n−1)
I−c; c(2−c; c; n−1)
−c; c; n−1: (4.2)
It remains to determine the coe3cient
cn:=
Rˆ−a;−c; n(˜n+1−c; c; n−1) + Rˆc; a; n(˜n+1−c; c; n−1)
I−c; c(2−c; c; n−1)
:
This representation simpli<es the computations that follow.
Now, we proceed by <rst discussing how one can evaluate the remaining free parameter cn in
(4.2), and then outline the numerical evaluation algorithm for constructing (4.1).
The error between I−a;−c(˜n+1−c; c; n−1) and G−a;−c; n(˜n+1−c; c; n−1) has a well-known form. In
fact, since ˜n+1−c; c; n−1 is a monic polynomial of degree 2n; its (2n)th derivative divided by (2n)!
is therefore constant equal to 1 and G−a;−c; n with remainder term yields
Rˆ−a;−c; n(˜n+1−c; c; n−1) =I−a;−c(2−a;−c; n)
=
(
a− c
2a
)2n+1 ∫ a
−a
U2−a;a; n(t) d U	(t); (4.3)
where we denote by
d U	(t) = d
(
(a− c)t − a(a+ c)
2a
)
on (−a; a) (4.4)
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and { U−a;a; n} the associated monic orthogonal polynomials. In a similar way, we also <nd
Rˆc; a; ; n(˜n+1−c; c; n−1) =Ic; a(2c; a; n)
=
(
a− c
2a
)2n+1 ∫ a
−a
U2−a;a; n(t) d U	(t) (4.5)
(here we have used the fact that d is an even function) and
I−c; c(2−c; c; n−1) =
(
c
a
)2n−1 ∫ a
−a
U∗2−a;a; n−1(t) d U	
∗(t); (4.6)
where in the last equality d U	∗ is the new measure
d U	∗(t) = d
(
c
a
t
)
on (−a; a) (4.7)
and U∗−a;a; n−1 is the associated monic orthogonal polynomials of degree n− 1. Combining (4.6) with
(4.3) and (4.5), we can be expressed the node polynomial (4.2) in the simple form
˜n+1 = q−a;a; n+1 −
2((a− c)=2a)2n+1 ∫ a−a U2−a;a; n(t) d U	(t)
(c=a)2n−1
∫ a
−a U
∗2
−a;a; n−1(t) d U	
∗(t)
q−a;a; n−1; (4.8)
where
q−a;a; n(t) =
(
c
a
)n
U∗−a;a; n
(
a
c
t
)
on (−c; c): (4.9)
Now we use the recurrence coe3cients
{−a;a; i(d U	∗);  −a;a; i(d U	∗)}
for { U∗−a;a; n(:; d U	∗)} and take a:=− a; b:=a; c:=− a; d:=a in Lemma 2 to obtain
−c; c; i(d) = 0;  −c; c; i(d) =
(
c
a
)2
 −a;a; i(d U	
∗):
Therefore, using (4.8) and the remark after Theorem 3, it follows that the polynomial ˜n+1 has the
explicit matrix representation
˜n+1(x) = det(xIn+1 − E˜n+1) (4.10)
with
E˜n+1 =


0
√
 1 0 0 · · · 0√
 1 1
√
 2 0
. . .
...
0
√
 2
. . . . . . 0 0
0 0
. . . . . .
√
 n−1 0
...
. . . 0
√
 n−1 n−1
√
 ∗n
0 : : : 0 0
√
 ∗n n


; (4.11)
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where
i:=0; i = 0; : : : ; n;  i:=( ca)
2 −a;a; i(d U	
∗); i = 1; : : : ; n− 1 (4.12)
and
 n:=
(
c
a
)2
 −a;a; n(d U	
∗) +
2((a− c)=2a)2n+1 ∫ a−a U2−a;a; n(t) d U	(t)
(c=a)2n−1
∫ a
−a U
∗2
−a;a; n−1(t) d U	
∗(t)
: (4.13)
Thus, we get that the nodes of (4.1) are eigenvalues of a real symmetric matrix, then real. The
weights bj;n+1 are trivially positive since (4.1) is a quadrature formula of Gauss type. Now, using
Theorem 3 and the well-known fact
sign(q−a;a; k(−c)) = (−1)k and sign(q−a;a; k(c)) = 1;
we <nd that ˜n+1 admits n+ 1 distinct zeros in (−c; c) if and only if
2((a− c)=2a)2n+1 ∫ a−a U2−a;a; n(t) d U	(t)
(c=a)2n−1
∫ a
−a U
∗2
−a;a; n−1(t) d U	
∗(t)
¡
q−a;a; n+1(c)
q−a;a; n−1(c)
=
(
c
a
)2 U∗−a;a; n+1(a)
U∗−a;a; n−1(a)
:
An important consequence of representation (4.10) is that it allows us to compute the nodes yj;n+1
and their respective weights bj;n+1 in (4.1) by standard techniques via an eigensystem problem for the
(symmetric, tridiagonal) Jacobi matrix E˜n+1. This makes the evaluation of functional (4.1) extremely
easy and numerically stable. This is the more important advantage of our construction.
We summarize this construction process in the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Let a; c be real such that 0¡c¡a. Given a nonnegative even measure d and a
nonnegative integer n; such that supp(d)=[−a; a]. Suppose the measures d U	; d U	∗ and the matrix
E˜n+1 are given respectively as in (4:4); (4:7) and (4:11). Then; there exists a unique quadrature
formula of the form (4:1); with n+1 real distinct nodes in (−c; c) and positive weights if and only
if
2
(
a− c
2c
)2n+1 ∫ a
−a U
2
−a;a; n(t; d U	) d U	(t)∫ a
−a U
∗2
−a;a; n−1(t; d U	) d U	
∗(t)
¡
U∗−a;a; n+1(a; d U	
∗)
U∗−a;a; n−1(a; d U	
∗)
: (4.14)
The nodes yj;n+1; j = 1; : : : ; n+ 1; in (4:1) are the eigenvalues of E˜n+1 and the weights bj;n+1; j =
1; : : : ; n+ 1; are; respectively; the :rst components of the normalized eigenvectors of E˜n+1 relative
to the eigenvalues yj;n+1.
4.1. Extended Gauss–Legendre quadratures
For the Legendre measure d(x) = dx on (−1; 1) the task is easy, since we shall show that
the required coe3cients of inequality (4.14) may be obtained explicitly from the properties of the
classical Legendre polynomials. As an application of Theorem 4, we therefore obtain the following
results.
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Theorem 5. Let Jn+1 be the nth-order tridiagonal matrix de:ned by k on the main diagonal and√
 k on the subdiagonals; where
k = 0; k = 0; : : : ; n;
 k = c2
k2
(2k − 1)(2k + 1) ; k = 1; : : : ; n− 1
and
 n =
n2
(2n− 1)(2n+ 1)
{
c2 + 2
((1− c)=2)2n+1
c2n−1
}
:
Then; there exists a unique quadrature formula of the form
A˜n+1(f) :=
n+1∑
j=1
bj;n+1f(yj;n+1)
=
∫ 1
−1
f(x) dx − Gˆ−1;−c; n(f)− Gˆc;1; n(f)
∀f ∈ P2n+1; (4.15)
with n+ 1 real distinct nodes in (−c; c) and positive weights if and only if
2
(
1− c
2c
)2n+1
¡
n+ 1
n
:
The nodes yj;n+1; j = 1; : : : ; n+ 1; in (4:15) are the eigenvalues of Jn+1 and the weights bj;n+1; j =
1; : : : ; n+ 1; are; respectively; the :rst components of the normalized eigenvectors of Jn+1 relative
to the eigenvalues yj;n+1.
Proof. The proof is facilitated by the fact that both measures (4.4) and (4.7) are equal to dx. We
note, <rst for all, since d(x) = dx, that the monic orthogonal polynomials {n} can be explicitly
written down. In fact, in the present case, they have the explicit representation (see [24, Formula
4:3:2])
n(x) =
2n(n!)2
(2n)!
n∑
0=0
(
n
n− 0
)(
n
0
)(
x − 1
2
)0 (x + 1
2
)n−0
;
Further, we have
n(−x) = (−1)nn(x); n(1) = 2
n(n!)2
(2n)!
and since we are dealing with Legendre polynomials we have
n = 0; n= 0; 1; : : : ;  n = c2
n2
(2n− 1)(2n+ 1) ; n= 1; 2; : : : :
Inequality (4.14) in Theorem 4 becomes quite simple. Indeed, because d U	(t)=d U	∗(t)=dt; U−1;1; n=
n; U
∗
−1;1; n−1 = n−1 we have
U∗−1;1; n+1(1)
U∗−1;1; n−1(1)
=
n(n+ 1)
(2n− 1)(2n+ 1)
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and ∫ 1
−1 U
2
−1;1; n(t) d U	(t)∫ 1
−1 U
∗2
−1;1; n−1(t) d U	
∗(t)
=
n2
(2n− 1)(2n+ 1) ;
and hence the results follow.
Note that, if c¿ 13 then one can easily verify that the quadrature formula (4.15) exists for every
su3ciently large integer n.
One particularly interesting point to note from (4.11) is that the construction of (4.1) is unexpect-
edly simple and it required the same computational eLort as the standard Gauss quadrature. Since, to
evaluate it, it su3ces to take the same set of recurrence coe3cients as when computing the Gauss
quadrature formulae Ga;b; n+1, except that the last coe3cient  n is modi<ed. Thus, this procedure is
both e3cient and easily coded.
As a remark, note that the mean convergence for all continuous functions holds, as follows from
ErdGos and TurHan theorem [8].
We note that the above calculations easily carry over to the case when d is a more general weight
function, in particular, for Gegenbauer weight with ¿ 0. The latter can be done in precisely the
same way that these results were established for the Legendre case, except that the integrals which
are contained in the coe3cients of the Jacobi matrix (4.11) must be computed. To circumvent this
di3culty, one judiciously has to use an appropriate quadrature formula to approximate them. We
remark that, since the integrands are polynomials, we can evaluate these parameters e3ciently to
essentially any desired degree of accuracy. This makes the evaluation of the polynomials, which
required in the computation of the left-hand side of inequality (4.14), easy and straightforward. We
therefore omit this development here.
We conclude by noting that our approach can also be used to derive similar explicit quadrature
formulae of Gauss–Radau and Gauss–Lobatto type.
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